The Naskap i
The Naskapi people live in Labrador and northern Quebec ; they speak Algonquian and are similar t o the Montagnais people . They subsist on caribou, fish, and small game . According to the Columbia Concise Encyclopedia, there are about 7,000 Montagnais and Naskapi Indians alive today . Like the tribes of central Asia, they practice scapulimancy : the practice of roasting an animal's shoulde r blade in order to obtain the answer to a question .
This practice is used most often to help find wild game . To quote Speck [10, p . 142 ] ,
The use of the shoulder blades of game and fur-bearing animals is the outstanding phenomenon in divination here . In the rite of consultation this tablet-like bone i s * A grant from NSERC had very little to do with the preparation of this paper . ' However, see Boller and George [2, pp . 100-101], where it is pointed out that the sentiment appeared previousl y in a 1624 book of Richard Burton . A more appropriate epigram for this paper might be the following excuse : "If I have failed to see very far, it is because Giants were standing on my shoulders! " 2i Primitive" is used here, of course, in the technical anthropological sense of the word, meaning a society tha t possesses neither insurance salesmen nor plastic slipcovers . subjected to heat, and the burnings, in the form of blackened spots, cracks and breaks , are then interpreted by the cunning and ingeniousness of the practitioner . Imaginatio n suggests the likeness of the marks produced by the heat, to rivers, lakes, mountains , trails, camps and various animals-the latter either single or in groups . The direction o f the burnt marks and their respective locations are also significant .
An anthropologist with the unlikely name of Omar Khayyam Moore [7] observed in 1957 , One class of questions for which shoulder-blade augury provides answers is : What direction should hunters take in locating game? This is a critical matter, for the failur e of a hunt may bring privation or even death .
Moore suggests that the practice of scapulimancy is actually a form of randomization :
If it may be assumed that there is some interplay between the animals [the Naskapi ] seek and the hunts they undertake, such that the hunted and the hunters act and react to the other's actions and potential actions, then there may be a marked advantage i n avoiding a fixed pattern in hunting . Unwitting regularities in behavior provide a basi s for anticipatory response . For instance, animals that are "overhunted" are likely t o become sensitized to human beings and hence quick to take evasive action . Because th e occurrence of cracks and spots in the shoulder blade and the distribution of game ar e in all likelihood independent events, i .e ., the former is unrelated to the outcome of pas t hunts, it would seem that a certain amount of irregularity would be introduced into the Naskapi hunting patterns by this mechanism . . .
It should be remembered that it is difficult for human beings to avoid patternin g their behavior in a regular way . Without the aid of a table of random numbers or som e other randomizing instrument, it is very unlikely that a human being or group woul d be able to make random choices even if an attempt were made to do so .
To summarize, Moore suggests that scapulimancy works because it suggests to the hunter a "random" place to hunt for game, one that might not necessarily have occurred to the hunte r otherwise . Scapulimancy is a primitive form of randomized algorithm ! 3 The Azand e
The Azande (sing . Zande) are a tribe occupying parts of the Central African Republic and the Sudan . They consult a "poison oracle", or benge, in seeking advice on important matters . 3 The manner in which the oracle is consulted is described by Evans-Pritchard [3, p . 260] :
The poison used is a red powder manufactured from a forest creeper and mixe d with water to a paste . The liquid is squeezed out of the paste into the beaks of smal l domestic fowls which are compelled to swallow it . Generally violent spasms follow . The doses sometimes prove fatal, but as often the fowls recover . Sometimes they are eve n unaffected by the poison . From the behaviour of fowls under this ordeal, especially b y their death or survival, Azande receive answers to the questions they place before th e oracle.
The oracle is believed to speak through the poison, and when properly consulted is never wrong . However, since the question may not always have been framed properly, or too much or too littl e poison may have been administered, there is an element of randomness involved . To handle thi s problen-t, the Azande have devised the following clever method [3, pp .
299-302] :
There are two tests, the bambata sima, or first test, and the gingo, or second test . If a fowl dies in the first test, then another fowl must survive the second test, and if a fowl survives the first test another fowl must die in the second test for the judgemen t to be accepted as valid . Generally the question is so framed that the oracle will have to kill a fowl in the first test and spare another fowl in the corroborative test to give a negative reply ; but this is not invariably the case, and questions are sometimes frame d in an opposite manner . . .
In the two tests one fowl must die and the other must live if the verdict is to b e accepted as valid . If both live or both (lie the verdict is invalid and the oracle must b e consulted on the matter a second time on another occasion . . .
Often Azande consider a. single test sufficient, especially if the oracle gives its answe r decisively by killing the fowl without hesitation . They are able to economize their oracle poison by this means . . . Sometimes a single fowl is used to confirm different questions . If in answer to two different questions the oracle killed two fowls it may then be aske d to spare a third fowl to confirm both its verdicts at the same time .
A footnote in [7] say s Incidentally, their manner of framing questions-they use complex conditionals-so a s to obtain as many definitive answers while sacrificing as few fowls as possible, would d o credit to a logician,`t Thus we see that the Azande have anticipated at least two modern techniques associated wit h randomized algorithms : amplifying confidence in a . result by repeating the algorithm on independent trials, and the re-use of random bits, treating randomness (or, more properly, chickens) as a scarc e resource, (For this latter technique in a modern context, see, for example, Bach [1] . )
At the risk of hearing the reader cry, "Fowl!", one might even say that the Azande anticipate d the field of oracle complexity," in which one studies resource-bounded computation with a restricte d number of oracle queries-hence the question in the title of this paper .
